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Abstract—With demand of electrical power rising, larger pen-
etration of renewable energy and a coming shortage of fossil fuel,
the scientific world sets out to find solutions for the implied prob-
lematic aspects. The increasing demand by population growth
and the incoming electrification of transportation pressures the
ISOs to scale the power generation capabilities while the change
from conventional energy to renewables introduces new and
previously unhandled uncertainties. One of the underlying tasks
is to model the uncertainty in a way that a meaningful posterior
may be inferred while mitigating the risks of over- or under-
fitting. This paper surveys the most recent and novel methods
of optimization techniques and uncertainty representations, and
explains the basics of the used methods.

Index Terms—unit commitment, survey, stochastic optimiza-
tion, robust optimization, gaussian, dirichlet, mixture model,
copula, k-nearest neighbor

I. INTRODUCTION

The unit commitment (UC) problem tries to evaluate the
given situation of current and expected load, renewable gener-
ation, line congestion, generator fault risks, classes and quan-
tities of reserves, conventional dispatch, unit scaling limits and
ramp-up time lags as well as the costs involved in committing a
unit and propose a commitment policy for a given time horizon
[1]. The inherent complexity of solving such a problem opti-
mally leads to different approaches, each with specific trade-
offs between expected costs, worst-case costs, computation
time and memory requirements. Most notably the optimization
approaches can be divided in stochastic optimization [2]–[7],
chance-constrained optimization [8]–[10], deterministic opti-
mization [11], [12], risk-limiting [13] and robust optimization
[14]–[17].

Stochastic optimization (SO) accounts for risks and uncer-
tainties usually through generating multiple scenarios, while
requiring large computational resources [18]. Robust optimiza-
tion (RO) uses the most costly arrangement of random vari-
ables of all possible combinations to determine the expected
worst-case costs [18], while deterministic approaches (DO)
only cover the most likely scenario [11].

Different approaches require different modulations of the
underlying uncertainties, some need uncertainty or ambiguity
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sets (RO [15], [17]), other whole distributions which may be
approximated (SO [3]).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First the
changes and novel approaches of the introduced optimization
techniques will be explained in Section II. Section III focuses
on the uncertainty management of the different approaches and
describes the novel methods of using Mixture Models (Section
III-A) and Copula Theory (Section III-C). The paper presents
the findings in Section IV.

II. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

The standard optimization techniques have recently been
improved to counteract different disadvantages of the given
methods. Usually RO is too conservative [15], SO too ineffi-
cient to solve [8], [12], and DO underestimates the underlying
uncertainties such as congestion risks [11]. The subsections
below give a brief overview of the method at hand and focus
on the recent contributions by researchers in the respective
field.

A. Robust Optimization

min
x
cTx+ max

j∈{1,...,m}
max
θ∈Ξj

min
(p,q,w)∈Ω(x,θ)

(
bT p+ dT q

)
(1)

As stated in the introduction, RO minimizes the expected costs
for the worst case scenario [19]–[21], as seen in (1) [14].
In this case the Ning & You (2019) minimize the first-stage
commitment decision costs cTx and second stage generator
dispatch cost bT p and slack variable dT q, while choosing the
furthest away extreme point of the uncertainty-set polytope Ξ.
The problem formulation is similar to [15] and [16], set apart
by their methods of deriving the uncertainty sets. The work of
Ning & You uses the DPMM [14] (included in Section III-A2),
whereas Babaei et al. (2019) make use of data sampling
and construct the ambiguity-set based on statistical methods
such as mean, and co-variances of the unknown variables
[15]. Gupta & Anderson (2018) define their uncertainty set as
”[...] a percentage of deviation from expected net load profile
estimated using historical data” [16].

The trend is to include as much information as possible
into the sets to limit the conservatism of the otherwise robust
solution. It can be concluded that they do not incorporate



notions of the SO methodologies, but try to limit the otherwise
copious uncertainty-sets by restricting the possible values of
random variables to a reasonable level.

While [14] and [15] prove to lower the average operating
costs compared to standard RO, [17] covers its benchmarks
more deeply and presents worst-case total costs marginally
larger than RO, but smaller than SO, as well as lower expected
total cost than RO, but higher than SO, thus presenting a valid
trade-off between robustness and expected performance.

B. Stochastic Optimization

The basic idea of SO is to generate scenarios based on
previous observations that link possible future observations
with real-time commitment decisions.

1) Two-Stage Stochastic Optimization:

min

T∑
t=1

(
cUCt + cOPERt + cBALt

)
+ cFT (2)

The two-stage stochastic optimization (TSO) breaks the unit
commitment into two stages (Fig. 1); the first stage generates
the weekly, or otherwise day-ahead, scheduling decisions
incorporating expected wind power and equipment failures
[5]. The second stage is the real-time component, where
adjustments of operating reserves are made, being somewhat
limited in optimality by the first-stage decisions as shown in
the objective function (2) [5], [22]. It is the sum over all
time stages of the unit commitment costs cUCt , the operating
and reserve provision costs cOPERt and expected real-time
balancing cBALt , and the future costs of energy reservoir
provision capabilities cFT .

The feasibility of this approach is given by lower complexity
than multistage optimization and lower conservatism than the
RO. The complexity increases to unexpected heights when cFT
is incorporated with uncertainty.

The authors of [5] propose a novel combination of outer
approximation (OA) and Benders decomposition (BD). The
future reserve allocation and water release decisions are mod-
eled by nonlinear programming, which converges by using
the BD so that OA may develop linear representations of this
problem, which significantly lowers the complexity.

Other authors preferred to introduce another stage to the
two-stage algorithm; a novel look-ahead in future operating
days to leverage the information of expected load further,
and lower the overall operating costs as well as renewable
curtailment [4].

2) Multistage Stochastic Optimization: If the SO is com-
posed as a multistage UC (MSO), the generated policies
mimic all expected scenarios of multiple likely events without
being restricted to the most likely event as are deterministic
algorithms. These MSO, as demonstarted in [18], use the larger
flexibility to reduce operation costs compared to TSO and DO.
The gained flexibility through the larger number of scenarios
comes at the cost of computational complexity which leads to
time and memory inefficiency.

The reviewed authors propose different solutions to this
problem. Du et al. (2018) propose the use of a more flexible

Fig. 1. Two Stage Stochastic Optimization, taken from [5].

Fig. 2. Different scenario compacting options, taken from [6].

scenario map which links time-adjacent events together with a
stated transition probability (Fig. 2) [6]. This greatly reduces
the complexity of the otherwise exponential growing scenario
tree while maintaining more flexibility which would be lost
when a common scenario reduction method would have been
used [6].

The authors of [3] focus on easing the computational
requirements by proposing a novel stage-wise decomposition,
contrasting known unit and scenario decomposition tech-
niques. The new stochastic dual dynamic integer programming
(SDDiP) algorithm effectively limits the scenario tree size
through the usage of ”breakstage” and is implemented using
parallel execution which speeds up the computation process
[3].

C. Chance-Constrained Optimization

Chance-constrained optimization (CCO) can be seen as a
deviation of SO, where the level of risk is chosen a priori,
thus presenting a control mechanism for the trade-off between
robustness and expected costs [10]. This risk level also acts
as a filter for the considered scenarios, since the events with
a realization probability less than the chosen level can be
neglected, which raises the efficiency of computation [8].

Pr {G (x, ξ) ≤ 0} (3)

Nonetheless it has been pointed out that the analytical prob-
ability constraint (3) requires complex multi-dimensional in-



tegration for the set of decision variables x and the random
realization ξ [8].

To lower the computational burden, Zhang et al. (2017)
propose a novel and more efficient algorithm to solve such
CCO. The algorithm uses McCormick linearization of the bi-
linear model of the chance-constrained formulation [8].

Yang et al. (2019) solve the CCO containing reserve suf-
ficiency and branch power flow by using a Newton method
based procedure to convert the chance constraints to deter-
ministic constraints, which are more efficiently solvable [9].

Other work makes use of the supporting hyperplane method
to solve a joint probability constrained UC, which, in contrast
to the prior stated individual probability constrained UC,
reports more robust objectives and does not need additional
heuristics to perform well [10].

D. Deterministic Optimization

Deterministic algorithms, which do not rely on monte-carlo
(or other) simulation processes to generate a solution for a
given objective function may present a lesser trade-off between
activation costs, load shedding and curtailment, but due to their
formulation promise faster calculation times [12].

To counteract said limitations, Bruninx & Delarue (2017)
propose an internalization of the probabilistic reserve con-
strains, such as sizing and allocation, into a deterministic
approach. The resulting algorithm performs better than DO
and SO without reserve allocation cost-wise, but keeps the
execution time on par with DO [12].

Other authors focus their work on including more special-
ized probabilistic information into the DO as well, as Abedi
et al. (2018) use a distribution-less modulation of line transfer
margins to specify individual line congestion risks due to the
increased system penetration by uncertain wind power, and are
able to lower the curtailment thusly [11].

III. UNCERTAINTY MANAGEMENT

As previously stated in Section II-A the handling of uncer-
tainties makes a difference when limiting the sets or adding
information to get more feasible solutions. Authors of [15],
[17] decided that ambiguity sets would suffice, hence not
assuming some kind of distribution, whereas in [3], [10], [11],
[16] either a uniform or truncated normal distribution was
assumed with little or no explanation given, except [3], in
which the distribution to be chosen was depending on power
system and sample size, using the central limit theorem as a
basis for the assumption. Special cases are the Mixture Models
of [14] and [9], the Copula Function [2], and the k-nearest
neighbor (KNN) approach of [8].

A. Mixture Models

Mixture models (MM) are unsupervised machine learning
algorithms which perform soft-classification, hence provide
probabilities for a given data point with which it belongs
to each of the possible spheroid clusters [23]. Two different
MMs were used in recent publications; the Gaussian [9] and
Dirichlet Process Mixture Model [14].

Fig. 3. Model fitting of GMM versus Normal Distribution, taken from [9].

1) Gaussian Mixture Model: Yang et al. (2019) use the
spatial correlation between wind farms and wind forecast
errors to formulate a GMM, which parameters are estimated
using the Expectation Maximization algorithm [9]. The more
flexible structure of the GMM mimics the underlying forecast
error data remarkably better then the Normal Distribution does
(Fig. 3).

2) Dirichlet Process Mixture Model: The DPMM describes
the likelihood of random variables following distinct distribu-
tions. In contrast to the GMM the data has to be i.i.d., which
requires transformation of the expected wind data. Ning &
You (2019) solve this issue by formulating the data set as
wind forecast errors; the difference of the wind forecast and
actual measured wind power for each given location [14].

The Dirichlet Distribution (DD) relaxes the assumption of
knowing the number of clusters and decouples the meaning
of cluster and component. A cluster is merely a realized
component, meaning that even though a DD has possibly
infinitely many components only a finite number will be
realized by a finite number of random draws.

Θ = {θ1, θ2, . . . , θm}
Θ ∼ Dirichlet (α1, α2, . . . , αm)

(4)

The DD is a distribution over a set of parameters (4),
hence it is a distribution over distributions. θn represents
the possible (realized and latent) parameters which as a set
are Dirichlet distributed, given one or multiple concentration
parameters αn [24].

G ∼ DP (α,G0) (5)

The resulting Dirichlet Process returns distributions G, based
on the base distribution G0 and a given concentration param-
eter alpha (5). Using the Stick-Breaking method, Ning &
You (2019) draw Normal-Wishart Distributions to benefit from
the unknown mean and precision matrix, which supports the
multi-dimensionality of the data [14].

DKL(Q||P ) ,
∑
Z

Q(Z) log
Q(Z)

P (Z|X)
(6)



To obtain an analytical approximation of the posterior proba-
bility of parameters and latent variables the authors make use
of the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL-d) (6) [14]. The KL-d
is locally-optimal and exact without the need of sampling like
Gibbs or Monte-Carlo sampling [25].

Ξ =

γ∗⋃
j=γj

Ξj (7)

Pr(θnew|De) (8)

In this case, the uncertainty set Ξ is the union of all single
component’s uncertainty sets (7) [14]. The Ξj are derived by
the posterior predictive distribution (8) of unobserved values,
given the data set De of past observed errors [14].

This procedure separates their work from the ones of others
(such as [3], [5], [11], [15]–[17]), since they use prediction to
include unobserved values instead of using samples to infer
sets or distributions. The number of clusters is also determined
automatically, in contrast to the a priori number used by the
GMM of [9], [14] .

B. K-Nearest Neighbor and Kernel Density Estimator

Like the previous discussed MM, KNN is a machine learn-
ing algorithm, but in contrast to the MMs, it does need training
data in order to classify newly added data points. In brevity,
it labels data points the color of the k-nearest neighbors’
majority’s label. The Kernel Density Estimator (KDE) assigns
each data point a kernel which, when summed up, are expected
to resemble the underlying distribution.

Zhang et al. (2017) use these properties to generate a
distribution for their scenario tree without simply assuming
that unobserved future data will comply to distributions based
on observed values [8]. The generated scenarios are based
on their probabilistic forecasting using KNN to identify days
with similar weather conditions, and KDE is used to obtain
the probability density of the KNN [8].

C. Copula Theory

Similar to [9], Zhang et al. (2013) identified the possibility
to obtain a conditional forecast error estimation by using
the spacial correlation between wind farms’ measurements
and forecasts [2]. But by using the Gaussian Mixture Model
(Section III-A1) the dependency between neighboring wind
farms would be lost, assuming that nearby wind farms would
experience similar weather phenomenons.

Their first step is to define the point forecasts and wind
power outputs as depended variables, in contrast to [9], [14],
in which the forecast error was used to formulate the problem
i.i.d. and neglect inner dependencies. In order to model the
complex stochastic dependencies, [2] resorts to Copula theory.
Using this method the authors are able to calculate the joint
conditional forecast errors for two adjacent wind farms, which
show a clear dependency (Fig. 4) [2]. Their approach was able
to lower the overall costs in a year long test schedule using
historical values compared to an independent/unconditional
forecast error model [2].

Fig. 4. Jointcondicional distribution for two wind farms, taken from [2].

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This survey showed that the incorporation of renewable
energy generation and reserve allocation poses a major chal-
lenge for research due to the rising levels of uncertainty.
The solution methodologies differ greatly from easing the
computational burden to new techniques of modeling the
underlying uncertainties in a meaningful way, always trying
to incorporate as much information as possible in terms of
statistical dependency or smart clustering algorithms. It shows
that multiple promising approaches of machine learning tech-
niques do not develop new forecasting methods for weather
phenomenons, but try to use the existing point and numerical
weather forecasts to project renewable generation levels for
wind farms.

What is missing at this point is an in-depth data based study
to compare said approaches in a quantifying way. Most papers
make use of the standardized IEEE bus systems, but the used
data and time horizons differ vastly, so that no meaningful
collation may be made. Future research should try to cover
standardized sets of wind and load data in order to perceive
differences between novel approaches.
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